Abstract-Mobile location estimation has attracted much interest over the past few years. The most challenging issues which render to reach the required accuracy for the time-based location system are multipath and non light of sight (NLOS) problems. This paper suggests the simple but robust techniques using biased Kalman filter to smooth and mitigate the NLOS effect for TOA measurements. The processed TOAs are then used for DTOA formulation and provided for location estimation. The further tracking stage is shown not to improve the accuracy much but to be necessary to smooth the mobile trajectory. The better accuracy for mobile location is suggested for future work by using the geographical information through searching the match between the path loss measured at multiple BSs and that estimated by ray-tracing techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mobile location service was stimulated by US Federal Commission Committee (FCC) which mandated the wireless operators to provide the location of emergency callers. While the accuracy requirement for phase II is 100m for 67% of time and 300m for 95% of the time for network-based location systems [1] , it can be anticipated that the requirement will become stricter in the future because of the requirements of other potential applications such as location-based billing services, resource management, intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications, fleet management, etc.
The fundamental methods for locating the mobile terminal are to use signal strength, angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA). Among them, TDOA-based location systems are of more interest because of its potential for high location estimation accuracy. Unfortunately, whichever method is used, the rough wireless environment imposes big challenges for precise estimation of these parameters at multiple Base Stations (BS) which result in big error in the estimation of mobile location.
The two biggest challenges for precise mobile location estimation are hearability and NLOS problems. In actual mobile systems, when a mobile terminal is near the serving BS, it must reduce its power to avoid causing interference to other users. In this case, the too weak transmitted power may not be received by three or more nearby BSs which are the requirement of location algorithms to determine the coordinates of the mobile terminal. To solve the problem, the Power Up Function (PUF) was recommended for the current wireless system, IS-95B for example, to allow the mobile terminal to increase its power for a limited time interval in the reverse channel to make sure that enough number of BSs can receive the signal for the operation of location algorithms. For TOA formulation, the direct (LOS) path which connects the transmitter and receiver is needed to calculate the corresponding range between them. However, in real wireless environment, especially in dense urban scenarios, the LOS path is often blocked and the communications is conducted through reflected, diffracted and scattered rays due to the interaction with objects in the propagation environment. In term of TOA estimation, this phenomenon leads to the positive bias in the TOA estimation and finally causes errors in location estimation. According to the measurement conducted in [2] , the mean and standard deviation of range errors are on the order of 513m and 436m respectively.
As a result, the key points of any time-based location systems are to identify which BSs have NLOS with the mobile terminal and the NLOS mitigation techniques must be devised to partially cancel this "killer issue" instead of simply ignore TOA data of such NLOS BSs because in rough wireless environment, LOS BSs are not always available. In [5] , the Residual weighting algorithm is used to mitigate the location error caused by measurement and NLOS noises. Although no prior knowledge of NLOS error was required, their result was not good enough to satisfy at least the FCC mandates. In [3] , the authors used polynomial fit to smooth range data and mitigate the NLOS effects. It is quite obvious in this technique that considerable delay must be introduced and the real time location estimation is impossible. However, their important contribution is that the identification of LOS/NLOS condition can be done by a simple hypothesis test in which the standard deviation of range measurement in the case of NLOS is significantly larger than that of LOS case. The Kalman filtering techniques were suggested in [4] as a promising technique for range measurement smoothing and NLOS error mitigation. However, their weak point was to use the standard deviation estimated by Kalman filter to identify the LOS/NLOS scenarios and also used that estimated standard deviation to mitigate the NLOS error through increasing the covariance matrix of measurement noise vector. In real situation, the propagation channel gets changing when the mobile users move and their unpredictable movement such as velocity, acceleration as well as the correlation of measurement data will definitely lead to 0-7803-7700-1/03/$17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE mismodeling errors and the estimated variance provided by Kalman filter does not reliably reflect the true variance in LOS and NLOS scenarios [8] . Checking by simulation, we found out that there was not the big difference of estimated variance in cases of LOS and NLOS if the measurement noise covariance matrixes applied for these two different scenarios were the same.
In this paper, we propose to use the real variance calculated periodically to identify the LOS/NLOS scenarios and bias the range measurements to their true values for location estimation algorithm operation. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II is devoted to describe general features of the location estimation architecture. The overview of Kalman filter techniques for smoothing, tracking and NLOS mitigation techniques are presented in section III. In section IV, the simulation result is shown. The discussion and future work are explained in section V and the conclusion is presented in section VI.
II. LOCATION ESTIMATION ARCHITECTURE
In our architecture, the raw TOA data at consecutive time samples obtained at multiple BSs are tested to identify any NLOS BSs. Here, the period for repeated checking LOS/NLOS conditions and the number of samples for variance calculation are chosen experimentally. According to [3] , when NLOS condition exists, the standard deviation is greater than that in case of LOS significantly. In the proposed scheme for preproceesing TOA, the unbiased Kalman filter is used in the case of LOS and the biased version is employed to mitigate the positive bias error when NLOS condition is detected. The processed TOA data are then used to formulate TDOA which incorporates any timing offsets between corresponding pairs of BSs. The range difference calculated by these TDOA streams is then input for the location estimator which is the least squared fit proposed by Chan [6] . The mobile positions at consecutive time instants are then smoothed by another Kalman filter to obtain smooth mobile trajectory for display which was successfully used in [7] . The architecture of mobile location estimator is illustrated in figure 1.
III. TOA SMOOTHING AND NLOS MITIGATION

A. Kalman Filter
Kalman filter can be used to estimate the stream of data vector through the processing of measurement data. The following formulae (1-7) are adapted from [8] . The state data vector satisfies (1)
where 
The measurement process is described in (2)
where k Y is the measured data vector,
Equations (3-7) show the iterative operation of the filter
) (
where K is Kalman gain and 
B. NLOS Identification
The range measurement corresponding to TOA data can be modeled as ) σ is in the order of 150m [3] .
NLOS error can be obtained as the excessive delay multiplied by the velocity of light. Therefore, the NLOS error can be modeled as the frequently used models for delay profiles which are exponential, uniform or delta random variable [5] . In the LOS scenario, the Kalman filter output converges to the true range and the location estimator can give quite accurate location result. However, in the case of NLOS, the biased range is obtained and the mobile location error can be too big. Because we do not know when and how often the LOS BSs appear and disappear, we propose to check the LOS/NLOS conditions for all hearable BSs periodically. Here, the important things are how long before the LOS/NLOS conditions are tested again and how big the number of samples should be used for standard deviation calculation. These two parameters are chosen experimentally in this paper.
Let X m (t i ) be the range of m th BS at time instant t i smoothed by unbiased Kalman filter, the sample standard deviation is
The standard deviation in case of LOS is stemmed from measurement noise m σ , which can be measured and a simple hypothesis test is employed to identify LOS/NLOS BSs H 0 :
where γ >1 is used to reduce the probability of false alarm which is chosen experimentally.
C. NLOS Mitigation
For all LOS BSs, the unbiased Kalman filter procedure described in (3-7) is used. With NLOS BSs, the biased version of the filter on the sample by sample basis is employed to mitigate the NLOS range error. The positive range bias error is somewhat canceled by increasing the diagonal elements of noise covariance matrix as in (11) 
D. Smoothing and Location Procedure
When the estimator starts the calculation, we do not know which BS is LOS or NLOS, the unbiased smoothing is used and the smoothing filter immediately switches to biased mode for any BSs detected as NLOS as soon as the first K samples are collected. From that time onwards, the testing procedure is repeated after each N measurement samples and which smoothing filter types are used depends on the result of the hypothesis test. The operation of the location estimator is summarized in figure 2.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
Simulations are performed to confirm the validity of the proposed techniques. The simulated trajectory has 1000 time samples with the sample interval equals to 0.2s. As a result, the observed time is 200s. The mobile has the steady velocity of 30m/s and moves in the straight line. The range data are created by calculating the true distance from each mobile position in the trajectory to the known BS positions and the measurement noise and NLOS noise are added to the true calculated range to get the measured range data. The measurement noise is assumed to be Gaussian distribution with standard deviation m σ =150m and the NLOS noise is simulated to be uniform distribution over the interval [0m, 1000m]. The mean and standard deviation of range error in this simulation are 490.6m and 493.6m respectively, which is comparable to measurement result in [2] . Two cases are tested. In the first case, the LOS/NLOS conditions of each BS is randomly assigned and fixed for the whole trajectory. The LOS/NLOS condition of each BS in the second case is changed for each 250 time samples in the random manner. The location estimation accuracy is checked for the scenarios of 3 BSs, 4 BSs, 5 BSs. The coordinates of BSs are BS1 (x 1 =-3000, y 1 =-2000), BS2 (x 2 =3000, y 2 =5000), BS3 (x 3 =6000, y 3 =2000), BS4 (x 4 =6000, y 4 =6000), BS5 (x 5 =7000, y 5 =1000). The BS groups have the BSs in the order mentioned above until the number of BSs is achieved. For example, the 3 BS case has the BS set {BS1, BS2, BS3}, etc.
The interval for repeatedly checking LOS/NLOS condition is 50 time samples and the length for sample standard deviation calculation is 15, which we will call the "checking interval". The values of γ=1.1 and α 2 =12 in (10) and (11) are chosen. In each case, 50 simulations are run in the same trajectory with the same parameters and the location error is calculated with the elimination of the first 100 time samples. It is done so to ignore the quite big location error during the "transient time" of the Kalman filter and error during the first interval when we use unbiased smoothing for all BSs (at the beginning we do not know which BS has LOS or NLOS condition so this operation is unavoidable). However, it is justified because this ignored interval is just 100*0.2=20s, which is expected to be small for the whole observation time.
The covariance noise matrixes for filtering operation of range distance are R=r^2, Q=q^2 where r is chosen equal x σˆ in (11) depending on LOS and NLOS conditions and the comparison of the predicted range and the actually obtained range, q=1(m/s 2 ) is chosen. The initial value for state vector is
, where x 0 is the first range sample and covariance matrix is C 0 =[r^2 0; 0 v^2], where r is the same for noise matrix R and v=30m/s. The simulation result shows that the big value of v can reduce the "transient time" of the Kalman filter especially in the case of biased smoothing.
One very important thing of the proposed technique is that in order to reduce the undesirable transient behavior of the filter, which causes the big location estimation error, the filtered state vector and the output covariance matrix of the last sample of the "checking interval" is used as the initial value for the filter operation right after that if the LOS/NLOS condition is still the same; otherwise, only the filtered range of the last sample of the "checking interval" is used as the initial value, i.e. x 0 , for the filter operation of next sample. By employing this initialization process, the range data is nearly smooth for the whole trajectory.
The results of location error are summarized in table I and  table II . Location error results in a column named "LOS smoothing" are due to unbiased smoothing, in columns named "NLOS smoothing" and "NLOS & Tracking" are due to the proposed smoothing scheme without and with tracking respectively. As can be seen, without biased smoothing to mitigate the NLOS errors, the location error is very big and the FCC goal cannot be achieved even with 5 BSs. The location estimation error of the proposed method is shown to satisfy the FCC requirement for most cases. The case of abrupt change of LOS/NLOS condition has 67% location errors larger than those of fixed LOS/NLOS condition about 20m for 4, 5 BS cases although the average number of LOS BSs is shown to be quite small for both cases. 67% location estimation error is a bit larger than 100m for the fixed LOS/NLOS condition, 3BS case but below this FCC target for all other cases. The proposed method has 95% location errors below 300m in all considered cases. In table I, the optimal condition when all five BSs are LOS is also tested. The location error in this case can be considered as the lower bound because such excellent condition would not be achieved in real rough wireless environment.
It can be seen in figure 3 and figure 4 that the biased Kalman filter can efficiently mitigate the NLOS error even when the BS changes between LOS and NLOS conditions abruptly. In real environment, it is expected that this change is smoother although the interval of changing can be varied from one environment to the other. However, we can always change the interval between the two consecutive "checking intervals". In figure 5 , the location estimation error for both with and without tracking is shown with the elimination of the first 100 samples. The error peaks occurring sometimes can be explained due to the late adaptive switch between the two filter kinds to adapt to the change of LOS/NLOS conditions of the range distance. The estimated trajectories are shown in figure 6 . As can be seen, the trajectory with NLOS mitigation is better than that due to unbiasedly smoothed range most of the time.
V. DICUSSION AND FUTURE WORK Although the location error is satisfactory with FCC requirement for most cases, the adaptive recognition of LOS/NLOS condition techniques instead of "repeatedly checking" followed by corresponding filtering operations is expected to give better accuracy in the rough mobile environment. This will be the topic for future work.
The simulation result for the case of five LOS BSs in table I can be used as the lower bound for consideration of estimation error. Better accuracy may be only be achieved by using site specific information. In [7] , the searching scheme could not give location accuracy in the scale of a few meters because of not using such kind of information. Ray tracing was reported by many publications to be able to estimate the path loss by incorporating the building layout information with the accuracy of a few dB. The use of such path loss estimation for searching mobile location in the local area pointed out by the location estimator is expected to give very precise mobile location. This topic will also be considered in the future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
The efficient NLOS mitigation technique has been proposed in the location estimation architecture to give quite accurate mobile location, which satisfies the FCC requirement in most cases. Without such techniques, the unbiased smoothing scheme cannot offer satisfactory location estimation accuracy. The using of adaptive LOS/NLOS recognition techniques and path loss prediction by ray tracing for location searching are expected to improve the location estimation accuracy. 
